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 Large EconoElectric RL Motor Screen
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Items Included: # Screen with power cable attached
# Allen Key

The Image motor screen is supplied with a range of  installation options. It can simply be wall mounted, plugged in to a 240V AC
power point and controlled by in-line switch. Alternatively, it can be wired in (concealed wiring) by a qualified electrician. The screen
housing has afixed end brackets designed for installation to a wall. Ceiling mounting can be achieved by bolting angle brackets to
the wall mount bracket or using s-hooks to suspend the screen. A 3.5mm allen key is also included for limit switch adjustment.

Electricals:
An  Australian approved power plug is supplied on a 3m cable so the cable can be plugged in for operation if required. For
concealed cable installation, the power plug & inline switch can be removed and the cable run through wall cavity or conduit for
connection to 240V AC power by a licensed electrician.

Note that for wall switch operation, the optional wall switch must be connected to the screen.   See overleaf for details.

Limit switch Adjustment:
The automatic stop positions (the positions where the screen stops when unrolling and where it stops when rolling up) can be adjusted
as required. These are preset and for most situations, the switches should not need adjustment. To adjust the switches, use the  
green allen key (provided with the screen). The adjustment  sockets are located at the right hand end of the screen case through the
slot for the fabric to drop.
a) To adjust the top limit (how far the screen goes into the case): Put the allen key into the back (WHITE) hexagonal socket. Turning the
allen key clockwise will make it stop further out of the case; turning the allen key anticlockwise will make the bottom dowel go further
into the case. 
b) To adjust the bottom limit (the bottom stop position): Put the allen key into the grommet hole in the screen case; hexagonal socket
closest to the front of the screen (Red). Turn the allen key anticlockwise for the screen to continue further down – clockwise for the
screen to stop further up.

Contact ABI for advice on the electrical connections, adjusting the limit switches or for any other  technical enquiries.

Screen Fixing:
a. Wall Mounting:
1. Remove the screen from the packaging and measure the centre-to-
centre distance between the wall bracket holes.
2. Mark the two mounting positions on your wall (the above distance
apart), ensuring that the two positions are level.
3. Prepare your wall to accept 2 x 8# screws. Plastic rawlplugs are
recommended for masonry  and metal wallmates for
plasterboard.
4. The screen is screwed to the wall using the two screws.

b. Ceiling Mounting:
A similar procedure to above is used for the ceiling, except it is
 critical to locate structural  supports to attach to. For decorative (false)
ceilings with removable panels, it is recommended that brackets are
attached to the structural ceiling above (usually concrete) and dropped to
just above the ceiling panels to attach the screen fixings to. ABI does have
an alternative fixing bracket for removable ceiling panels known as Twist
Clips. These attach to the metal frame of the ceiling and the screen hook
attaches to the Clip.
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To  inst all a manual wall switch, follow these
instructions.

This should only be attempted by a licensed
electrician.

You will need to use the  4-core cabling between the
wall switch and the screen, plus a 3-position wall
switch. We recommend the HPM 770RSDMWE
switch with wall plate.

Use your 4-core cable wall switch & the screen. To
do this, cut the cable just above the inline switch.
This cable must be used to connect the screen to
the switch. If you need a longer cable, you will have
to replace this cable with a longer 4-core cable.

The 4 wires should be connected into the wall switch
as per the adjacent pic.

The top connection position of the wall switch is
connected to the Active Up (BROWN) cable to the
screen, and the bottom connection position of the
wall switch is connected to the Active Down
(BLACK) cable to the screen.

The Neutral (Blue) and Earth (Green) wires from the
screen are connected directly to the power input
cables. The  240V AC active input has to be
connected to the centre point of the wall switch.

Manual Wall Switch Installation:

Schematic diagram
showing the connections
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